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Journal of Business Continuity & Emergency Planning is the leading professional journal publishing peer-reviewed articles and case studies by expert business continuity and emergency managers.

Each quarterly 100-page issue provides practical, detailed analysis of best practice, innovative techniques and new thinking in key business issues - not technical minutiae - with little or no advertising. With actionable advice and 'lessons learned' from fellow practitioners, it shows how plans have been specified, designed, implemented, tested and updated, as well as how they have responded in practice to interruptions, emergencies and exercises.

Articles scheduled for publication in Volume 2, comprising of four 100-page issues, include:

**Managing business risk**

*Building enterprise-wide resilience by integrating BC capability into day-to-day business culture and technology*
Patrick Alesi, VP Business Continuity Management, Lehman Brothers

*How do you distinguish between ‘business as usual’ and ‘significant’ business disruption events and react accordingly?*
Peter Halliwell, Senior Business Continuity Management Advisor, Air New Zealand

*Rolling out a global BCM standard at BP - a map-based system for monitoring threats and preparedness and for coordinating response and recovery*
Alan Moult, BCP Programme Director, BP

*Key components for implementing an integrated business continuity model*
Pierre Wettergren, Head, R&D Business Continuity, AstraZeneca

*A dashboard for measuring capability when designing, implementing and validating BC and DR projects*
Sandeth Sheth, Satyam Computer Services and Joe McHugh, Executive Deputy Director, Operations, State of Maryland Judiciary

*Reputation management in times of crisis - case study of a Scandinavian telecom in Pakistan*
Salman Tariq, Director, Safety & Security, Telenor Pakistan

**Pandemic flu planning**

*How Hewlett-Packard used lessons from its response to SARS to develop a pandemic flu preparedness program*
John Hollands, Manager, Environmental Health & Safety; Rita Lauriola, Business Continuity and Recovery Services Manager; Mehboob Jaffer, Hewlett-Packard

*Integrating pandemic flu response planning with business continuity planning at Johns Hopkins University*
Mary D. Lasky, Program Manager, Business Continuity Planning, Johns Hopkins University

**Exercises and testing**

*Testing beyond audit requirements - testing what would happen in an actual event to better reflect client expectations*
Jack Smith, Business Continuity Manager for Global IT, ABN AMRO

*Case study: A simulated accident at a power station - how crisis management and emergency service plans responded and lessons learned*
David Russell, Business Continuity Manager, Eraring Energy
Disaster recovery

*Implementing an enterprise-wide backup and DR strategy
Michael Kaishar, Sr. Systems Administrator, Addison Avenue Federal Credit Union

*Internal, external and hybrid solutions for DR at healthcare organizations - how do you decide which is the right option?
Angela Devlen, Regional Emergency Management Coordinator, Caritas Christi Healthcare
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